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Introduction 

 

Today’s IT practitioners and specialists are likely to be asked questions about Cloud-based storage 

solutions. They might be considering it for their organisations, wondering where it might add value, 

and be confused by the myriad of options appearing on the market.  

Given the breadth and complexity of available services and providers, how is the average IT person 

going to understand what is right for their business?  

This document has been prepared by the SNIA Cloud Storage Special Interest Group to explain the 

terminology, describe the service models, and outline the issues customers should be aware of when 

considering Cloud Storage Services. 
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Definitions 

Cloud storage is the delivery of data storage as a consumed service, billed on a utility computing 

basis (e.g. per gigabyte per month). 

The objective of cloud storage is to provide whatever amount of storage you require, on an 

immediate basis.  It is persistent, and can be accessed in a variety of ways, both in the data centre 

where the cloud is housed, as well as via the Internet.  If you obtain cloud storage from an external 

provider, it is purchased on a pay as you go basis.  You do not own it or manage it, you simply use it, 

and the service provider manages it.  

Cloud storage describes a method of infrastructure delivery that focuses on matching capacity and 

cost to demand as closely as possible, and as close as possible to real time.  The ultimate goal is to 

maximise the efficiency of the environment.  
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Deployment Models:  

As defined by NIST Definition of Cloud Computing: NIST Special Publication 800-145 

Private cloud 

The cloud storage infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organisation comprising 

multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by the 

organisation, a third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises.  

Public cloud 

The cloud storage infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may be owned, 

managed, and operated by a business, academic, or government organisation, or some combination 

of them. It exists on the premises of the cloud storage provider.   

Community cloud 

The cloud storage infrastructure is shared between several organisations from a specific community 

with common concerns (security, compliance, jurisdiction, etc.), whether managed internally or by a 

third-party and hosted internally or externally. The costs are spread over fewer users than a public 

cloud (but more than a private cloud), so only some of the cost savings potential of cloud computing 

are realized. 

Hybrid cloud 

The cloud storage infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds (private, community or 

public) that remain unique entities but are bound together, offering the benefits of multiple 

deployment models. Such composition expands deployment options for cloud services, allowing IT 

organisations to use public cloud computing resources to meet temporary needs. Cloud bursting is 

an application deployment model in which an application runs in a private cloud or data centre and 

"bursts" to a public cloud when the demand for computing capacity increases.    
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Additional Commentary on Deployment Model Definitions 

On-Premise and Private 

Many organisations believe that private clouds are more secure than public ones, because the data 

remains within the company’s existing infrastructure. On-premise cloud, is no more secure than the 

traditional in-house IT systems. Trusted insiders that have access to systems can view, tamper with, 

and steal unprotected data. Insider threats are not new, but as corporate data centres go virtual, the 

traditional access control mechanisms become less effective if controls are not used in the virtual 

realm.  

Public 

Leveraging the fully public cloud, organisations can take advantage of the cloud provider’s 

infrastructure (IaaS), platforms (PaaS), or software (SaaS). Data is stored outside of the client 

organisations’ data centres in the cloud provider’s environment. In most instances of public 

cloud, cost savings are realised by economies of scale and the sharing resources amongst clients. 

There are popular cloud-based CRM software products on the market that are using unique logins to 

prevent unauthorised access.  The data from many client organisations is stored in the same 

database, but each login only has visibility of that client’s information. Insider threats exist in the 

public cloud as well. An administrator of a large public cloud is trusted by their employer, but has 

access to the data of multiple customers. External threats, like remote hackers and attackers are a 

persistent threat and internal threats coming from disgruntled employees are common areas of data 

security breaches.  

Public clouds house a tremendous amount of corporate data making them an attractive target to 

attackers. Discovering an exploit in a web application portal that contains the data for 

100 companies is much more interesting, in most cases, than hacking a web application that houses 

data for one single company. Similarly, attacking the storage network of backups for many large 

companies will yield more data than a storage network that backs up data for just one organisation. 

Even if the cloud data repository is well protected from external attacks and access control imposes 

least privilege for trusted insiders, there is still the question of security of the information as it 

travels to and from the cloud. There are a variety of networks in use, including cellular networks, Wi-

Fi networks, and public and shared wired networks and it’s non-trivial to control and manage which 

ones are used, especially by highly mobile and distributed work forces. Attackers can intercept data 

on public networks in a variety of ways including DNS tampering, route hijacking, rogue clouds and 

access points, and data sniffing. 

Hybrid 

Some companies opt for a hybrid approach to cloud that combines both public and private clouds. 

Some data, often that which is considered as more sensitive stays within the organisation on 

the private cloud, while other, less sensitive data is stored in the public cloud. In another hybrid 

approach a customer contracts for physically separate servers and applications within the cloud 

provider’s infrastructure.  This is similar to some outsourcing arrangements. While this model can 

provide more robust security than a standard public cloud only model, hybrids carry with them the 

same risks as private and public clouds and are subject to the same misuse cases. Keeping sensitive 
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data on-premise requires use of mechanisms or procedures to ensure the sensitive data does not go 

to the public cloud. A benefit of a customer having unique physical devices in the public cloud is the 

possibility for closer levels of monitoring and audit capabilities. In shared clouds, robust log 

management and audit may not be possible. However this additional level of audit and monitoring 

often comes with a real dollar cost which may increase the overall cost of the solution. 
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Service Model Definitions for Cloud Computing:  

As defined by NIST Definition of Cloud Computing: NIST Special Publication 800-145 

Software as a Service (SaaS)  

The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s applications running on a cloud 

infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices through either a thin client 

interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email), or a program interface. The consumer 

does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, 

operating systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the possible exception of 

limited user-specific application configuration settings. 

Platform as a Service (PaaS)  

The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-

created or acquired applications created using programming languages, libraries, services, and tools 

supported by the provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 

infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the 

deployed applications and possibly configuration settings for the application-hosting environment. 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)  

The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, storage, networks, and other 

fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, 

which can include operating systems and applications. The consumer does not manage or control 

the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage, and deployed 

applications; and possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g. host firewalls). 

Data storage as a Service (DaaS) 

As defined by the SNIA 
 
Delivery, over a network, of appropriately configured virtual storage and related data services based 

on a request for a given service level. Typically, DaaS hides limits to scalability, is either self-

provisioned or provision-less and is billed based on consumption. 
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History 

In the past IT outsourcing was generally a yes/no decision: To outsource or not.  If there was 

granularity for an organisation it was more likely to be on the business unit side where it became 

possible in the open systems world for each department to seek its own IT resources.   

As infrastructure became more able to be segregated by applications, and as applications became 

more specific to business outcomes, it became possible to outsource specific applications, or sets of 

applications to third parties while retaining others internally.  The rise of thin client, or web access, 

to applications enabled this even further and we saw the rise of the Application Service Provider 

(ASP) that would offer specific application outsourcing, typically over an Internet connection.  This 

term is no longer in common use these types of services are now more commonly referred to as 

Software as a Service (or SaaS). Examples of these types of services still exist in the market such as 

salesforce.com (CRM) or Gmail (email). 

Over the last ten years, in line with the commoditisation of IT hardware, some analysts and 

commentators started to look at where this trend could lead.  They drew analogies to previous 

technical advances like electric power and suggested that computing could follow the same path to a 

utility model.  In this model, resources would be allocated dynamically to need, like switching lights 

on when you entered a room and turning them off when you left.  Traditionally, computing 

infrastructure had been always sized for peak usage.  In a utility model, infrastructure is aggregated 

and sized for the peak usage of the aggregated service.  

Cloud services arose from a merging of these two philosophies.  Tying the delivery of the resources 

to the delivery of a service and having a flexible pool of resources that can be dynamically allocated 

to where the demand resides.   

Originally these services were conceived as being external to a company, which is how they received 

the name of “cloud” which stems from the representation of an Internet in technical or conceptual 

drawings as a cloud.  As the service was delivered over a network the allocation of resources was 

through a cloud, hence cloud services.   

Over time the realisation was that with enough internal demand the same service delivery and 

efficiency model could be applied to internal IT, which led to the development of private and hybrid 

clouds, however the name remains regardless of where the equipment resides. 
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High-Level Considerations 

Before embarking on a Cloud Storage service there are some key things to consider: 

Governance  

The introduction of cloud storage services requires appropriate IT governance in place to ensure a 

secured computing environment and to comply with all relevant business data management policies. 

Organisations will require a new set of capabilities that effectively implement and manage cloud 

storage services, including demand management, relationship management, data security 

management, and risk and compliance management. The role of the Chief Information Officer (CIO) 

will need to adapt to include skills to negotiate with potentially several service providers and 

multiple Service Level Agreements (SLA’s). 

Security 

The effectiveness and efficiency of traditional data protection mechanisms are being reconsidered as 

the characteristics of this new deployment model can differ widely from those of traditional 

architectures. It is the nature of cloud storage services, private or public, that infer external 

management of provided services and issues surround the levels of security provided for critical 

data.  There is an onus on cloud storage service providers to prioritise building and maintaining 

secure services, nevertheless cloud storage stakeholders should invest heavily in risk assessment to 

ensure that the system uses encryption to protect data, establishes trusted authentication 

procedures and policies to secure the infrastructure, and encourages auditing to strengthen 

compliance.  

Data Availability 

To a large extent, how available the data in the cloud needs to be depends on the business model. 

If the cloud storage is being used simply as an offsite vault for tertiary backups and there is a 

secondary copy onsite, then if the cloud service falls below 100 percent availability it may not be 

that big of a concern because you still have access to your data. However, if you're using cloud 

storage as the primary destination for your backups, then access to that data for recovery may be 

critical to your business depending on the defined RTO and RPO. Availability of data needs to be 

analysed on a cost vs. availability scale. There is a cost for having multiple service providers or 

multiple copies of data providing the required level of availability.  

Many providers can deliver a multi-copy level of redundancy, but the key is to make sure that they 

will provide a comprehensive service level agreement that stands up to scrutiny. Whatever the level 

of redundancy is provided your organisation will require a disaster recovery plan to follow should 

something go wrong.  
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Nature of the Cloud Storage service 

Below is a list of cloud storage criteria – characteristics that define a cloud storage offering: 

Massive scalability and elasticity 

Cloud storage should be able to scale to accommodate rapid data growth and also scale down if your 

storage needs decrease. This feature, often called elasticity, allows users to pay for less storage 

when their usage or consumption of the service shrinks.  A consumer can provision storage as 

needed automatically without requiring human interaction with a service provider. Storage capacity 

can be elastically provisioned and released in line with demand and to the user the storage 

provisioning may appear unlimited.  

Resource pooling 

The storage resources of the provider are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-

tenanted model, with physical and virtual storage resources dynamically assigned and reassigned 

according to consumer demand and delivered under the terms of a service level agreement with the 

customer. In the majority of cases the customer has no knowledge of the location of their data, they 

just take advantage of a scalable resource pool. 

Billing by consumption 

Cloud storage is a pay-as-you-go service where customers are billed for the exact number of 

transactions and/or specific amount of storage they used that month. This differs from traditional 

storage where a company with 10 TB but only storing 6 TB of data still pays to maintain all 10 TB. 

Cloud storage services are accounted for using a metering capability where storage utilisation can be 

monitored, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of 

the cloud storage service. 

Location, or Geographic=Awareness and Sovereignty  

The data stored in a cloud isn't tied to a specific, physical location. Instead, data is dispersed in such 

a way that even if a company is physically located in one country, with information stored at three 

locations thousands of kilometres apart, this is transparent to the user.  Customers are able to move 

and access files and objects with certain expected response times based on the Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) which will also define the uptime and availability criteria that users can expect, and 

what will happen in the event of a failure.  

As the data is not tied to a location, issues have emerged with regard to data sovereignty. Data 

sovereignty is the concept that information which has been stored in digital form is subject to the 

laws of the country in which it is located, and so the current concerns that surround data sovereignty 

relate to enforcing privacy regulations and preventing data that is stored in a foreign country from 

being subpoenaed by the host country’s government. Many countries now have compliance 

regulations that require customer data to be kept within the country in which the customer resides.  
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Network Access 

Cloud Storage services are provisioned over the network and accessed through standard protocols 

that can be delivered via the Internet, leased lines, or a dedicated backbone using private address 

ranges. It should be noted that there is an increasing diversity of services coming from organisations 

such as Telco’s and hosting providers that can deliver a managed storage service that spans multiple 

data centres, and would be available to tenants of those data centres. This would provide access to a 

managed storage service that would not necessarily fall entirely into the definitions described in this 

document, but may still have the attributes of scalability, resource pooling, usage accounting, secure 

multi-tenancy and location abstraction, but not be accessible via the internet.    
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User vs. Systems Based Storage Services 

User based 

User based Cloud services are those that end users interact with directly.  The consumer of the 

service, the person who interacts with it, configures it and obtains the direct benefit of the service is 

an end user. There are two popular services in the user based category, backup or synchronised file 

services.  

Backup services are very popular. Client software is provided and installed onto the device such as 

laptop or desktop. These services often provide versioning and encryption. Many different services 

are emerging onto the market that will provide customers with automated online backup.  

Synchronized File Services, whilst also being user based, typically solve a different core problem to 

backup. These services are for sharing file amongst multiple devices and sometimes multiple users. 

They provide convenience at being able to access files in many locations. The best example of a 

service in this space would be DropBox.  

Systems Based 

The second segment of Cloud Storage is Systems based. This is where the consumer of the storage is 

the storage architect or IT services behind the scene, abstracted away from the direct end users. It’s 

the IT staff who consumer the service, interact with it, configures and obtains the benefits. 

Again, backup services are popular in the systems based Cloud Storage. Many enterprise backup 

vendors are adding features to their software to integrate with Cloud storage providers to act as a 

destination for backup data. 

 A growing area of the Systems based Cloud storage is the use of Cloud Storage Gateways (CSGs).  

CSGs are virtual or physical appliances that translate more traditional storage protocols such as 

iSCSI, NFS or CIFS into cloud storage APIs. This provides a mechanism to provide compatibility with 

existing services and requirements, whilst utilizing the different characteristics of Cloud storage for 

the data at rest. 

The benefits of Cloud Storage technology  

The benefits of using cloud storage technology for unstructured data are compelling, starting with 

lower overall storage costs. Being service based, there is no storage hardware for the client to buy, 

manage and maintain.  Depending on the service, it can greatly reduce, if not eliminate, data centre 

and storage administrator costs. Cloud storage eliminates expensive technology refreshes that 

usually kick in three years to five years after the initial purchase. 

In traditional in-premises storage infrastructures, capacity utilisation can often fall below 50 percent. 

Cloud Storage technology can deliver much better utilisation by reducing the amount of unused 

storage that is typically needed with traditional data storage for anticipated growth and peak loads. 

This enables the provider to deliver storage more efficiently and at lower costs. Besides the overall 

cost savings, scalability of cloud storage and its ability to transparently support base and peak loads 

are its most appealing characteristics. 
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Public cloud storage services are a cloud storage option offered by a fast growing list of service 

providers such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft, Rackspace Hosting Inc. and many others. Data in the 

cloud is typically accessed via Internet protocols, mostly Representational State Transfer (REST) and 

to a lesser degree Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Usage is charged on a dollar-per-gigabyte-

per-month basis and, depending on the service provider, there may be additional fees for the 

amount of data transferred and access charges. 

Public cloud storage is typically designed for massive multi-tenancy that enables isolation of data, 

access and security for each client. The type of content stored on public clouds ranges from static 

non-core application data and archived content that needs to be available, to backup and disaster 

recovery data.  

The primary concern of using public cloud storage in the enterprise is security and, to some extent, 

performance. Private cloud storage runs on dedicated infrastructure in the data centre and, as a 

result, addresses the two main concerns of security and performance, but otherwise offers the same 

benefits of public cloud storage. Internal storage clouds are usually for a single tenant, even though 

larger enterprises may use multi-tenancy features to segregate access by departments or office 

locations. Unlike their public cloud storage counterparts, scalability requirements are more modest, 

so internal cloud storage offerings are more likely to use traditional storage hardware.  

Users who have a hybrid cloud storage environment use resources both externally and in-house. 

Hybrid cloud scenarios often provide an on-site appliance that can provide local cache and memory, 

data deduplication and encryption. 

A hybrid cloud solution must meet certain key requirements to make hybrid cloud storage work. 

They must behave like homogeneous storage, be virtually transparent and have mechanisms in place 

that keep active and frequently used data on-site while simultaneously moving inactive data to the 

cloud. These types of clouds also depend on policy engines to define when specific data gets moved 

into -- or pulled out -- of the cloud.  

Characteristic Public cloud storage Private cloud storage Hybrid cloud storage 

Scalability Very high Limited Very high 

Security Good, but depends on 
the security measures of 
the service provider 

Most secure, as all 
storage is on-
premises 

Good, but depends on the 
security measures of the 
service provider for the public 
element. 

Performance Low to medium Very good Good, as active content is 
cached on-premises 

Reliability Medium; depends on 
Internet connectivity and 
service provider 
availability 

Can be high, as all 
equipment is on-
premises but is based 
on criticality of data 

Medium to high, as cached 
content is kept on-premises, 
but also depends on 
connectivity and service 
provider availability 

Cost Very good; pay-as-you-go 
model and no need for 
on-premises storage 
infrastructure 

Good, but requires 
on-premises data 
centre resources. 

Improved on private cloud, 
since it allows moving some of 
the storage resources to a pay-
as-you-go model 
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Each cloud storage option has its pros and cons. Public clouds have high scalability, but often lag in 

performance. Private clouds generally have high reliability, but limited scalability. And hybrid clouds 

might offer the in-house control that some companies are looking for, but also tend to cost more. 

Depending on your specific needs, the size of your environment, and your budget, one of these 

cloud storage options is sure to be a good fit for your organisation. 
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Considerations when purchasing 

As a consumer you should understand that you will be paying for a service where you retain 

ownership and responsibility for your data but have no ownership or responsibility over the service 

or location. The key is to develop trust in your provider and be careful about the terms and 

conditions contained in the service level agreement. Things to look out for specifically are: 

 What visibility is there of the infrastructure 

 Data centre resilience 

 Data centre location 

 Sovereignty – is the data located offshore 

 Data Protection methods – RTO/RPO 

 Data centre security  

 Exit strategy – lock-in potential 

 Pricing and increases policy 

 Error and fault handling/reporting – incident reviews 

Data Security Considerations 

While public cloud has many advantages for its adopters, it isn't without drawbacks, especially in 

regards to data protection. Once data is moved into a public cloud the data security and governance 

control is transferred in whole or part to the cloud provider. This is concerning today as many cloud 

providers are not assuming responsibility with services contracts that commit to "strive to keep your 

content secure, but cannot guarantee that we will be successful at doing so, given the nature of the 

internet1". When handing over the data, the enterprise forfeits all control of the security of the data, 

unless they protect the data beforehand. 

To leverage the cloud efficiently and securely is to adopt a data-centric strategy including how the 

data is transmitted and stored, how the data is accessed either user based or system based, ensuring 

the right people have access to the data and ensuring there is good information lifecycle around the 

information. Deploying technologies such as Authentication, Encryption, and Inventory Licensing 

Management tools will assist in supporting a business policy of Data Leakage Prevention. 

Customers need to understand that the control of their data is no longer theirs and unfortunately 

the providers are not willing to take full responsibility for it. Within the three main service types 

(IaaS, PaaS and SaaS), each will impact data control and governance a little differently. With IaaS the 

customer would typically have full control over the infrastructure providing them with additional 

control over the environment and data, with PaaS the provider manages the underlining 

environment limiting the enterprise risk management capabilities, and with SaaS the infrastructure 

and platform are fully managed which further increases risk. Understanding the service type is 

critical to defining your security strategy when hosting any data in the cloud. 

The other key data security consideration is an understanding that choosing Private, Public or Hybrid 

clouds will significantly drive differences with your security strategy.  

1 http   portal.aws.ama on.com gp aws developer terms-and-conditions.html  (retrieved 18th June 2013) 
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Sample use cases 

Archiving 

Archiving data to policy-based tiers of storage, such as storage clouds, is now being viewed as a 

desirable alternative to traditional storage systems. However there are lots of 'gotchas' when 

migrating archival data. You can't just read, copy and paste, and expect the applications to 

understand that the data is now in the storage cloud. The migration involves moving the object any 

associated metadata, as well as updating the application to access the new data location.  

One of the reasons organisations archive their data is to preserve it in an unalterable format that 

satisfies internal and external compliance concerns. By default, most archiving applications support 

standard file system interfaces (CIFS/NFS); many also support APIs for archival platforms. However, 

archiving data to cloud storage requires them to support new APIs like Representational State 

Transfer (REST) and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Organisations should look for storage 

cloud providers that use REST, which has 85% of the market.  

Getting data into the cloud is only half of the equation. Cloud storage users must also be able to get 

the data out when it's needed without running up exorbitant access charges. Organisations that 

archive financial databases may find cloud storage to be an economical option until quarter or year-

end financial records are needed. In this case, the cloud storage provider may have the data stored 

on storage that's too slow to respond to these new requests. And even if they do respond, the cloud 

storage user may be hit with higher charges due to increased network bandwidth associated with 

these additional demands either from the service provider or the network supplier.  

The potential longevity of the cloud provider is also a major factor for archive data.  Archive data is 

typically held for extended periods of time (many years).  A provider who decides to shut down their 

cloud based archive service would cause serious inconvenience to an organisation that expected to 

hold data in that archive for decades. 

Can you move data from a public cloud to a private cloud? Some cloud storage users are starting to 

encounter excessive monthly costs associated with storing their archival data with a cloud storage 

provider. While storing a few hundred gigabytes may be cost-effective, it may make more sense to 

move your archival data and cloud storage solution in-house when users start to store tens or 

hundreds of terabytes with a public storage cloud provider. Companies facing the likelihood of e-

discovery requests, freedom of information requests, and compliance legislation often need to 

ensure data is easily accessible. Public cloud services accessed via the Internet are often slower than 

in-house solutions and this may increase the time taken to fulfil the request.  

Object Storage 

Object storage can provide a suitable platform for large and mostly static data sets that must be 

accessed, but not necessarily changed. 

Object storage solutions are typically very scalable and have the elasticity users are looking for. It is 

all about delivering data portability and storing large data sets efficiently. Different kinds of storage 

are good for megabytes and gigabytes, but once you get into the terabytes and petabytes level, data 

must be stored more efficiently. Object storage doesn't split up data and allows for the metadata to 
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be stored with the object. This way, data can be optimised across locations. There is tremendous 

value in the fact that object storage provides an easy reference to data via metadata. 

Example use cases for object storage are Medical images, real-estate images and transactions, 

however for data that is constantly and updated object storage may not be the right model for cloud 

storage. 
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Standards 

Introducing the SNIA Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) 

CDMI is designed to enable interoperable cloud storage and data management. The CDMI 

specification is aggressively addressing a total cloud storage solution – helping users avoid the chaos 

of proprietary advances and partial solution APIs that would erode the integrity of the cloud model.  

Easy to implement, CDMI integrates and is interoperable with various types of client applications 

and is compatible with current public cloud storage offerings like Amazon, Iron Mountain, Nirvanix, 

etc. CDMI offers standard approaches to data portability, compliance and security, as well as the 

ability to connect one cloud provider to another, enabling compatibility among cloud vendors. 

How does CDMI work? 

Providing both a data path for the cloud and a management path for the cloud data, CDMI is the 

functional interface that applications will use to Create, Retrieve, Update and Delete (CRUD 

semantics) data elements in the cloud. As part of this interface, the client will be able to discover the 

capabilities of the cloud storage offering and use this interface to manage containers and the data 

that is placed in them.  

 

The CDMI specification uses RESTful (Representational State Transfer) principles in the interface 

design wherever possible. These are a specific set of principles for defining, addressing and 

interacting with resources addressable by URIs. Architectures that follow these principles are said to 

be RESTful. The principles include: abstraction of state into resources and a uniform set of 

representations and operations (e.g., HTTP verbs like GET and PUT as the only means to manipulate 

a resource).  

What about other legacy interfaces? 

CDMI provides not only a data object interface, it also can be used to manage containers exported 

for use by cloud computing infrastructures. The notion of a container is used in CDMI as an 

abstraction of the underlying storage space in a cloud. This is not only a useful abstraction to 

represent storage space, but a container also serves to represent a grouping of the data stored in it, 

and a point of control for applying data services in the aggregate. This is accomplished in CDMI 

through an “export” function that enable various protocols to access a CDMI container.  The access 

controls for these protocols are part of the CDMI interface to ensure secure, protected access. 

Typically the container is thin provisioned at an “advertised” si e the applications see through these 
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protocols (i.e. LUN size). This size can be arbitrarily large in order to not run out of space during 

normal operations. CDMI accounting shows the actual usage within this size that is part of the actual 

bill. 

How does CDMI address Data Security? 

Authorisation and authentication in the data path of CDMI is done using the same mechanism as in 

NFS, a secure standard in wide use where the threat models are well known. CDMI also allows 

control over the access control of legacy interface used when containers are exported via those 

protocols. CDMI also has Data System Metadata that allows the data to be encrypted when stored 

on the underlying infrastructure – an important capability in multi-tenant situations such as public 

clouds. Lastly CDMI provides for a secure delete mechanism (with various algorithms) for data that 

has expired. 

What other Metadata does CDMI standardise? 

CDMI uses many different types of metadata, including HTTP metadata, data system metadata, user 

metadata, and storage system metadata. To address the requirements of enterprise applications and 

the data managed by them, this use of metadata allows CDMI to deliver simplicity through a 

standard interface.   

How does the Metadata approach work? 

CDMI’s use of metadata extends from individual data elements and can apply to containers of data, 

as well. Thus, any data placed into a container essentially inherits the data system metadata of the 

container into which it was placed. When creating a new container within an existing container, the 

new container would similarly inherit the metadata settings of its parent container. Of course, the 

data system metadata can be overridden at the container or individual data element level, as 

desired. 

The extension of metadata to managing containers, not just data, enables a reduction in the number 

of paradigms for managing the components of storage – a significant cost savings. By supporting 

metadata in a cloud storage interface standard and proscribing how the storage and data system 

metadata is interpreted to meet the requirements of the data, the simplicity required by the cloud 

storage paradigm is maintained, while still addressing the requirements of enterprise applications 

and their data. 

Is this an international standard? 

The SNIA Cloud Data Management Interface Specification Earned ISO/IEC Designation as an 

International Standard in October 2012. 

CDMI was designated an International Standard (IS) by the Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTC 1), a 

joint effort of the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) and the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) for the purpose of standardisation in the field of Information 

Technology.  The specification received the necessary support from participating National Members 

under the JTC 1 Publicly Available Specification (PAS) Process and has been designated ISO/IEC 

17826. 
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Does SNIA collaborate with other industry organisations? 

SNIA collaborates with other industry associations via SNIA’s Strategic Alliances Committee (SAC) on 

cloud related technical work in which they are involved: 

 DMTF (Cloud Incubator) 

 OGF (OCCI working group) 

 Cloud Security Alliance 

 Others such as Open Group, TMF, ETSI and other SDOs participating in the cloud-

standards.org coordination group 

Where can I get more information? 

The CDMI standard and a CDMI Reference Implementation (CDMI RI) are developed by the SNIA 

Cloud Storage Technical Work Group (TWG) which today includes more than 230 members from 

more than 60 different organisations around the world.   

The SNIA Cloud Storage Initiative promotes the standard to advance the adoption and educates the 

IT communities about cloud storage.  CSI member companies represent a variety of segments in the 

IT industry. 

SNIA standards provide an array of benefits to both vendors and end users.  Vendors gain the 

benefits of quicker time to market, reduced costs, and greater customer acceptance than if each 

company were to attempt to create its own unique process for every technical interaction, while end 

users of products that comply with SNIA standards enjoy greater interoperability, reduced training, 

and ultimately lower total cost of ownership. 

 The standard will be available for purchase from the ISO Store website when JTC 1 completes its 

administrative and publication processes.   

For more information on the CDMI standard please visit the SNIA web site at 

http://www.snia.org/cdmi or http://www.snia.org/cloud/newcontent 

  

http://www.snia.org/cdmi
http://www.snia.org/cloud/newcontent
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